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Abstract
Face recognition (FR) under varying lighting conditions is challenging, and exacting illumination invariant features is an effective
approach to solve this problem. In this paper, we propose a novel illumination normalization method called Selective Illumination
Enhancement Technique (SIET)wherein the dark regions are selectively illuminated by using a correction factor which is determined
by an Energy function. Also, we propose a Threshold based Discrete Wavelet Transform feature extraction for enhancing the
performance of the FR system. Individual stages of the FR system are examined and an attempt is made to improve each stage.
A Binary Particle Swarm Optimization (BPSO)-based feature selection algorithm is used to search the feature vector space for the
optimal feature subset. Experimental results show the promising performance of Threshold based DWT extraction technique on
ORL and UMIST databases and SIET on illumination variant databases like Extended Yale B and Color FERET.
c© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Department of Computer Science &
Engineering, National Institute of Technology Rourkela.
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1. Introduction
Face recognition system is a computer application for automatically identifying or verifying a person from a digital
image or a video frame. A survey of various FR techniques has been provided in Ref. (W. Zhao, R. Chellappa,
P. J. Phillips & A. Rosenfeld 2003). Performance of an FR system is subjected to variations in imaging conditions
like illumination and pose (X. Zou, J. Kittler & K. Messer 2007). Conventional enhancement techniques focus on
the problem of uniform illumination variation. The primary task in an FR system is the extraction of the features.
Feature extraction can be done by one of the following methods- Generic, Template based, Structural matching and
Transform-based (Discrete Cosine Transform (Yuann Jumei & Pan Hongxia 2011), Discrete Fourier Transform and
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) (R. M. Ramadan & R. F. Abdel Kader 2009)). Feature selection, a process of
selecting a subset of best discriminant features can be implemented by algorithms such as Particle SwarmOptimization
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Fig. 1: General block diagram of the proposed FR system
(J. Kennedy & R. Eberhart 1995b), Genetic Algorithm and Bacterial Foraging (R. Jakhar, N. Kaur & R. Singh 2011).
For enhanced Face Recognition, this paper proposes the following novel ideas:
• Selective Illumination Enhancement Technique (SIET): To address the problem of non uniform illumination variation
by selective enhancement of the darker regions.
• Threshold based DWT for feature extraction: This novel method is a postprocessing step after DWT based extraction
to include relevant edge details.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 deals with Preprocessing techniques used, Section 3
introduces SIET, DWT as feature extractor and the proposed threshold based DWT are presented in Section 4. Section
5 discusses the feature selection method Binary PSO. Section 6 deals with Euclidean classiﬁer. Results have been
tabulated and depicted using graphs in Section 7. Section 8 contains the conclusion.
2. Preprocessing techniques
The general block diagram of the proposed FR system is as shown in Fig. 1. In a typical FR system, images
are acquired under different conditions and using different equipments. Hence their quality and parameters vary.
Thus, the ﬁrst step in an FR system is to make these parameters uniform using certain preprocessing techniques. The
preprocessing techniques employed here are Resolution reduction by means of Bi-Cubic Interpolation (to resize the
images), Logarithmic transformation (to enhance the overall illumination of the image) and Edge detection using
Laplacian of Gaussian (to enhance ﬁner details).
Spatial resolution reduction by image interpolation is the method by which the resolution of an image is changed
without much loss of information. The Bi-Cubic interpolation technique has been used because it yields sharper
results compared to the other interpolation techniques. Log transform has been used to map a narrow range of low
intensity values to a longer range and map a long range of high-intensity values to a narrow range of high intensity
values (R. C. Gonzalez & R. E. Woods 2008). Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) is an edge enhancement technique. It
highlights regions of rapid intensity change. Before this operation has been performed, the image is smoothed with
the help of a Gaussian ﬁlter to reduce its sensitivity to noise. This combined operation is called Laplacian of Gaussian.
3. Proposed Selective Illumination Enhancement Technique (SIET)
Illumination is the variability of an object’s appearance from one image to another due to changes in the lighting
conditions. Lighting variation is regarded as the most crucial factor for robust face recognition (Wen Chung Kao,
Ming Chai Hsu & Yueh Yiing Yang 2011). This is because, the same person with the same facial expression,
seems different under varying lighting conditions. The proposed technique SIET aims at nullifying the effects of
non uniform illumination variations. The overall illumination of the image is made uniform by isolating the dark
regions and increasing the illumination of those regions by using a correction factor. The value of the correction
factor is determined by an Energy function.
Energy-Based image processing: In nature many systems seek out the lowest energy state. A ball rolls down on a
slanting surface, so that its potential energy is minimum. Mixing one liter of hot water with one liter of cold water
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gives us two liters of warm water, with equilibrium minimal thermodynamic energy. (Nizar Almoussa 2008) The
concept of minimizing the energy of a given system is used in image processing too. For a given image, we deﬁne an
energy function, and by minimizing it, we get the desired characteristics.
Design of energy function: The objective of SIET is to minimize the difference between dark and light regions
and hence the deﬁned energy function must represent the same. Let μin represent the average value of intensity in
the dark regions and μout represent the average value of intensity in the lighter regions. R, G and B represent the red,
green and blue components of an image respectively. The energy function must contain the difference between μin
and μout . Since color images have 3 components, the energy function is considered as the Euclidean distance between
μin and μout for all 3 components. The needed illumination is assumed to be a constant multiple ‘c’ of white light.
The value of c, once multiplied with the dark region, must minimize the difference between the average light inside
and the average light outside the dark regions. Energy function can now be deﬁned as shown in Eq. (1)
E(c) = [(cμRin−μRout)2+(cμGin −μGout)2+(cμBin−μBout)2] (1)
The derivative of this function is set to 0 in order to ﬁnd the value of c which minimizes the function.
dE
dc
= 2 · [μRin(cμRin−μRout) +μGin(cμGin −μGout) +μBin(cμBin−μBout)] = 0 (2)
Solving this equation for c gives:
c=
μRin ·μRout +μGin ·μGout +μBin ·μBout
μRin ·μRin+μGin ·μGin +μBin ·μBin
(3)
Detection, Separation and Selective illumination: Dark regions are assumed to be regions which have intensity
lesser than the average intensity of the entire image. So the threshold which differentiates dark and light regions is
chosen as average intensity of the image. After detection, the dark and light regions are separated into 2 images.
The dark image is illuminated by multiplying it with factor c as calculated in Eq. (3). An additional factor gamma
is multiplied which avoids the pixel values after enhancement in dark regions to exceed the limit 255. It essentially
compresses the range and avoids capping of pixel values. The gamma value chosen here is 1/2.2 . The illuminated
dark image is added to the light image. The mean of the dark regions is now pushed towards the lighter regions, the
mean being 1/gamma times the average of light region. The process of SIET is as depicted in Fig. 2.
Fig. 3a depicts comparison of SIET with other illumination normalization techniques such as Local histogram
equalization, Region based histogram equalization, and Histogram equalization. Fig. 4a- 4f show the resultant
images after different illumination normalization techniques. The Global illumination normalization methods such
as histogram equalization and gamma intensity correction (GIC) operate on the entire image and they focus on the
issue of uniform illumination variation. Local illumination normalization methods such as region based histogram
equalization (RHE) and local histogram equalization (LHE) require a particular region and a mask to be speciﬁed
respectively. On the contrary SIET is independent and divides the image based on a unique threshold for each image.
3.1. Algorithm of SIET
• Detect dark regions by setting the threshold as average intensity of the image.
• Remove pepper noise.
• Separate dark and light regions.
• Calculate constant c.
• Illuminate the dark regions.
• Add the illuminated image to the previously separated light image.
• Smoothen to remove abrupt variations in the facial region.
4. Feature Extraction using Discrete Wavelet Transform
Wavelet analysis deals with breaking up of a signal into shifted and scaled versions of original (mother) wavelet
(Mark S. Nixon & Alberto S. Aguado 2008). In DWT, scales and positions are discrete. The results of DWT are
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Fig. 2: (a) Test image from Extended Yale B; (b) Histogram equalized image; (c) Thresholded image; (d) Image
depicting the Light regions; (e) Image depicting the dark regions; (f) SIET applied to image (e); (g) Addition of
images (d) and (f); (h) Image after ﬁltering
(a)
Fig. 3: Comparison of different Illumination
normalization techniques
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 4: (a) Test image from Extended Yale B;
(b) Histogram Equalized image; (c) GIC image;
(d) LHE image; (e) RHE image; (f) SIET image
many wavelet coefﬁcients which are a function of scale and position. The coefﬁcients obtained represent how closely
correlated the wavelet is with a particular section of signal. The higher the coefﬁcient, the more is the similarity.
In an image, the low frequency content provides global description. The high frequency content, on the other hand,
provides information about ﬁner details such as edges. In wavelet analysis, we speak of approximations and details.
The approximations are high-scale, low frequency components of the signal. The details are low-scale, high frequency
components. Filtering process is used to obtain these coefﬁcients. An image is sub-sampled into different sub-bands
based on its spatial and frequency components. Fig. 5 shows the decomposition of an image into 4 different sub-bands,
namely, LL, LH, HL and HH bands. LH sub-band coefﬁcients are highly sensitive to variations in expression and HL
sub-band coefﬁcients vary with changes in the pose. HH sub-band coefﬁcients are sensitive to noise.
DWT can be classiﬁed into various types depending upon the type of wavelet used. Any arbitrary shaped waveform
cannot be used as wavelet. Wavelet depends on decomposition ﬁlters. Some of the basic types of wavelets are Haar,
Symlet, Bi-orthogonal and Reverse Bi-orthogonal. DWT is also classiﬁed into 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional
transform. In 1d DWT, the image is reshaped to form a vector and the ﬁltering (followed by down sampling) is done in
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5: 2d wavelet decomposition of a face image (a) original image (b) 1-level wavelet decomposition (c) 2-level
wavelet decomposition
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 6: (a) surf of LH top view (b) surf of LH (c) Comparison of DWT, LoG+ DWT and Proposed method
only one direction. It yields two components- approximation and detail coefﬁcients. A 2d transform is a combination
of two 1d transforms in both horizontal and vertical directions and thus generates 4 sub-bands. The approximation
coefﬁcients after 1d DWT are equivalent to combination of LL and LH sub-bands. Similarly, the detail coefﬁcients
after 1d DWT are equivalent to combination of HL and HH sub-bands. Therefore, 1d DWT has an advantage over
2d DWT with respect to face recognition because it incorporates both global description and horizontal edge details.
However, it fails when there is a lot of variation in the expressions. To overcome this problem, we have proposed a
novel feature extraction technique.
4.1. Proposed Threshold based DWT
Most of the energy is concentrated in the LL sub-band which represents the low frequency components present
in the horizontal and vertical directions and is hence used in face recognition systems. The LH and HL sub-band
coefﬁcients hold information about horizontal and vertical edges respectively. HH sub-band coefﬁcients contain high
frequency information which is typically noise. 1d DWT incorporates all the horizontal edges and is not preferred for
expression-variant databases. Hence, for expression-invariant FR system, it is essential to include a few edges that are
less affected by expressions. To separate the edges from approximation coefﬁcients, 2d DWT is used. In threshold
based DWT, along with LL, the coefﬁcients of LH sub-band above a predeﬁned threshold are considered as extracted
features. The peaks in the LH component represent important edges like the lips, eye and the eye brows as shown in
Figs. 6a and 6b. Selection of those coefﬁcients ensures that the important horizontal edges are retained. This method
of retaining edges improves the recognition rate in comparison with edge enhancement techniques such as Laplacian
of Gaussian as depicted in Fig. 6c.
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5. Feature Selection using Binary PSO
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart is an algorithm based on social behavior
of bees and birds (J. Kennedy & R. Eberhart 1997). In PSO, a particle represents a potential solution in the problem
space (J. Kennedy & R. Eberhart 1995a). Each particle updates its position based on its own experience and the
performance of group as a whole. Hence the present position of a particle is determined by its own previous best
position and the best position attained by any particle in the group. Evolution of the particles is driven by a Fitness
function which evaluates the quality of evolved particles in terms of their ability to maximize class separation indicated
by scatter index. Velocity of the particle is updated using Eq. (4)
vt+1i = ω ×vti + c1× rand1× (pi best−Xti)+ c2× rand2× (gbest−Xti) (4)
where vt+1i is the updated velocity vector, v
t
i is the present velocity vector, pi best is the Local Best Position of the
particle, gbest is the best position attained by the entire swarm, ω is the inertia factor , c1 is Cognitive parameter, and
c2 is Social parameter. The values of the parameters chosen are c1= c2=2, ω=0.6, Swarm size=30. The position of the
particle is updated by the equation
Xt+1i = v
t+1
i +X
t
i (5)
In the binary version, the particle position is coded as a binary string of dimension D i.e. Xti=[ X
t
i,1, X
t
i,2,
Xti,3,....,X
t
i,D] where X
t
i represents the position of the i
th particle at the tth iteration. BPSO reduces the number of
features to approximately half thereby reducing the computational complexity. In ORL for a training:testing ratio of
4:6, the number of features without and with bpso is 230 and 110 respectively. The particle velocity function is used
as the probability distribution for the position equation and is given by :-
i f rand <
1
1+ e−v
t+1
i
then Xt+1i = 1;else X
t+1
i = 0. (6)
The above equation is also known as the sigmoid function which is used to update the particle’s position. This
process is repeated till an optimum solution is obtained.
6. Euclidean classiﬁer
Some of the similarity measurement methods are SVM, PCA and Neural network based methods. Euclidean has
been chosen because of its simplicity. Euclidean distance is employed to measure the similarity between the test and
reference vectors. Reference vectors are the selected feature vectors obtained from training images. Test vector is the
selected feature vector obtained from test image. Euclidean distance between 2 vectors p and q is given by:
D=
√
N
∑
i=1
(pi−qi)2 (7)
where pi and qi represents dimension i coordinate and N is the feature vector length.
7. Discussion of the proposed FR systems and Experimental results
Color FERET and Extended Yale B databases contain images with a lot of variation in the illumination and pose.
Proposed SIET is applied to these images to make the illumination uniform and this is described in Experiment 1.
ORL and UMIST databases contain images with uniform background, varying facial expressions and facial details.
In Experiment 2 proposed threshold-based feature extractor described in Section 4 has been used for these databases
to overcome the problem of expression variations.
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7.1. Experiment 1: SIET on Color FERET and Extended Yale B
The Color FERET database has 11338 images of 1199 individuals of different occlusions ( Color FERET Database
2003). It has the following subdivisions: fa and fb are frontal images, ra, rb, rc, rd and re are random orientations,
ql, qr, pl, pr, hl and hr are quarter left, quarter right, proﬁle left, proﬁle right, half left and half right respectively. 20
images each of 35 random subjects have been chosen , 4 from ra to re and 2 each from the remaining subdivisions.
The Smaller version of Color FERET database consists of 700 images of size 384 × 256 divided into 35 subjects.
The Extended Yale B database (Extended Yale B Database 1997) contains 16128 images of 28 subjects under 9
poses and 64 illumination conditions. These are divided into 5 subsets depending upon the lighting angle as shown in
Table 1. A database of 28 subjects with 19 images of size 480 × 640 each belonging to Subset 5 has been used.
8 random images of each subject is used as a training set and remaining 12 images as test set. Training images
are subjected to sequence of steps as shown in Fig 7. 1d, 6th level decomposition, Reverse Bi-orthogonal (rbio1.3)
type of wavelet is used for feature extraction. As the database does not have many changes in expression 1d dwt has
been used. Rbio1.3 results in high recognition rate (RR) compared to other wavelets as depicted in Fig. 10. The
same procedure is repeated for Extended Yale B database for training:testing ratio of 3:16 and the results conducted
for 10 trials are tabulated in Table 2. The plot in red in Fig. 9 represents the recognition rate when SIET is used as
pre processing technique. An increase in recognition rate is observed for all training:testing ratios. The proposed FR
system outperforms the other illumination invariant FR methods for Extended Yale B as shown in Table 3 and for
Color FERET as shown in Fig. 9b (G. M. Deepa, R. Keerthi, N. Meghana & K. Manikantan 2012).
7.2. Experiment 2:- ORL and UMIST database
ORL database(ORL Database 1992) contains 10 gray-scale images each of 40 subjects in upright frontal position of
size 112× 92. UMIST (Cropped) database (UMIST Database 1998) contains 564 gray-scale images of 20 individuals
of size 112 × 92 which are highly occluded. 19 images per subject are considered here. The illumination in ORL and
UMIST databases are uniform to a large extent. Therefore SIET does not have a signiﬁcant effect on these images.
A random set of 4 images from ORL and 7 images from UMIST per subject is used as a training set respectively.
The threshold based 2d DWT of wavelet type rbio1.3 and level 3 decomposition is used for feature extraction as the
database contains images with varying expressions. Test images are selected randomly from the remaining images.
Sequence of steps followed is as shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 10 shows that the recognition rate is the highest for a threshold
of 100 for UMIST and 110 for ORL. Fig. 11 depicts the recognition rate for different training:testing ratios. The
results conducted for 10 trials using the respective thresholds are as tabulated in Table 2. Experiments were tested in
CPU with i3 processor, 2.93 Ghz clock, 3GB ram. The proposed FR system outperforms the other FR methods for
ORL database as shown in Table 4.
Fig. 7: Block diagram for Experiment 1
Table 1: Subsets of Extended Yale B for Pose 0
Subsets Lighting angle Number of images
(in degrees) for 28 subjects
1 0-12 7×28=196
2 13-25 12×28=336
3 26-50 12×28=336
4 51-77 14×28=392
5 >77 19×28=532
Fig. 8: Block diagram for Experiment 2
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(a) (b)
Fig. 9: (a) RR vs Number of training images for Extended Yale B (b) RR vs Number of training images for Color
FERET
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 10: (a) RR vs Wavelet type (b) RR vs DWT threshold for ORL (c) RR vs DWT threshold for UMIST
(a) (b)
Fig. 11: (a) RR vs Number of training images for ORL with a DWT threshold of 110 (b) RR vs Number of training
images for UMIST with a DWT threshold of 100
Table 2: Results for different training:testing ratios for the 4 databases
Database Training:Testing Recognition Rate in % Features selected Testing time
FERET 8:12 85.41 76 0.016667s
YALE B 3:16 97 62 0.04464s
ORL 4:6 95.3 110 0.00875s
UMIST 7:12 97.43 110 0.00714s
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Table 3: Comparison of average recognition rate for Extended Yale B (subset 5) for train set: test set =3:16
Method RR in % Method RR in %
Eigenfaces (Yulian Zhu and Jun Liu and Songcan Chen & Y. Zhu et al 2009) 27.54 SQI (Xiaohua Xie, Jianhuang Lai & Wei Shi Zheng 2010) 81.61
M-Eigenfaces (Yulian Zhu and Jun Liu and Songcan Chen & Y. Zhu et al 2009) 05.96 V-SpPCA (Yulian Zhu and Jun Liu and Songcan Chen & Y. Zhu et al 2009) 82.98
Fisherfaces (Yulian Zhu and Jun Liu and Songcan Chen & Y. Zhu et al 2009) 10.35 LTV (Xiaohua Xie, Jianhuang Lai & Wei Shi Zheng 2010) 90.97
LWT (Xiaohua Xie, Jianhuang Lai & Wei Shi Zheng 2010) 90.59 Proposed method 97
Table 4: Comparison of average recognition rate for ORL for 2 different ‘train set: test set’ ratios
5:5 ratio 9:1 ratio
Method RR in % Method RR in %
HSemi-RS[M] (Yulian Zhu and Jun Liu and Songcan Chen & Y. Zhu et al 2009) 93.35 ICA (M. Yang 2002) 93.80
CVP (B. Scholkopf and A. Smola & K. R. Muller 1998) 93.60 Gradient direction (H. F. Chen and Belhumeur, P. N. & D. W. Jacobs 2000) 95.75
Kernel Eigenfaces (Weiwei Yu and Xiaolong Teng & Chongqing Liu 2006) 94 Correlation ﬁlters (B. V. K. V. Kumar, M. Savvides & C. Xie 2006) 96.25
HSemi-RS[E] (Yulian Zhu and Jun Liu and Songcan Chen & Y. Zhu et al 2009) 94.22 Eigen faces (M. Yang 2002) 97.50
PSemi-RS[M] (Yulian Zhu and Jun Liu and Songcan Chen & Y. Zhu et al 2009) 94.50 Kernel Eigen faces (M. Yang 2002) 98
PSemi-RS[E] (Yulian Zhu and Jun Liu and Songcan Chen & Y. Zhu et al 2009) 95 2DPCA (Jian Yang and David Zhang and Alejandro F. Frangi & Jing Yu Yang 2004) 98.30
Sp PCA (Songcan Chen & Yulian Zhu 2004) 95.45 Fisher faces (M. Yang 2002) 98.50
KCVP (B. Scholkopf and A. Smola & K. R. Muller 1998) 95.50 Combination (Raghuraman Gopalan & David Jacobs 2010) 98.50
Proposed method 97 Proposed method 99
8. Conclusions
A novel approach for a ﬂexible FR system is proposed which uses the combination of SIET for illumination
normalization and threshold based DWT for feature extraction, and a BPSO-based feature selection. The thresholds
used in DWT have played a key role in efﬁcient feature extraction and the correction factor in the proposed SIET, are
the main contributors for the high recognition rates being obtained. BPSO helps in achieving a signiﬁcant reduction
in the number of features. A successful attempt has been made to equally handle all image variations (Illumination
and expression). The proposed method exhibits extremely good performance under frontal poses with variations
in facial expressions and facial details (ORL and UMIST). The experimental results, implemented using MATLAB
(MATLAB 2011), indicate that the proposed method has performed well under severe illumination variations with top
recognition rates having reached 100% and the average recognition rate being 97% for subset 5 of Extended Yale
B considering only pose 0. Thus, the proposed method is efﬁcient in practical situations where the images may be
taken in uncontrolled and unknown surroundings. It is also successful in tackling the most challenging task of pose
variance in FR, with average recognition rate of 85.4% for Color FERET database (considering all 13 poses). Thus, the
proposed method has proven to be a promising technique under arbitrary variations in illumination and expressions.
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